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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the interdependence of language models and dis-
criminative training for large vocabulary speech recognition is in-
vestigated. In addition, a constrained recognition approach using
word graphs is presented for the efficient determination of alter-
native word sequences for discriminative training. Experiments
have been carried out on the ARPA Wall Street Journal corpus.
The recognition results for MMI training show a significant depen-
dence on the context length of the language model used for train-
ing. Best results were obtained using a unigram language model
for MMI training. No significant correlation has been observed
between the language model choice for training and recognition.
1. INTRODUCTION
Since the first publication on discriminative training for speech
recognition [1], many authors have shown the improvements that
are obtainable using discriminative training in comparison to Max-
imum Likelihood (ML) training. Considerable effort has been ded-
icated to discriminative training of isolated word and small vocab-
ulary continuous speech recognizers (e.g. [1, 4, 8]). There also ex-
ist a number of publications investigating discriminative training
for large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) [2,
3, 7, 11].
In contrast to isolated word and small vocabulary continuous
speech recognition, LVCSR introduces additional problems to dis-
criminative training. Firstly, there is the problem of determining
representative sets of alternative word sequences for each training
iteration. For small vocabulary applications, this is usually done
by full recognition on the training data. On the other hand, for
LVCSR it would be very time consuming to perform full recogni-
tion in every training iteration. Therefore it has been proposed
to perform full recognition only once to produce either N -best
lists [3] or word graphs [7, 11], which subsequently are used to
restrict the search space in every discriminative training iteration.
In this work, an efficient constrained search algorithm is proposed,
that restricts recognition to word graphs initially obtained on the
training data, while retaining the advantages of a tree structured
pronounciation lexicon.
As a further aspect, discriminative training introduces language
models to training in several views. Firstly, the language model
for the - at least initial - recognition of alternative word sequences
for training has to be chosen. Secondly, the choice of language
models for discriminative training itself will have impact on the
resulting acoustic models. Finally, the question arises to what ex-
tent recognition results using a particular language model depend
on the language models chosen for training. In a Minimum Classi-
fication Error (MCE) training approach with a vocabulary of 1000
words, using no language model for training at all gave better re-
sults than using a word pair grammar, where in both cases a word
pair grammar was used for evaluation [2]. In [11] a bigram lan-
guage model was used for MMI training of a speech recognizer
with 65k vocabulary. Clearly, improvements in comparison to the
baseline ML results diminished with increasing context length of
the language model for recognition. In this work, systematic inves-
tigations on the interdependence between language model choice
for MMI training and recognition are presented. It is shown that
the recognition performance of the MMI trained models signifi-
cantly depend on the choice of the language model context length
used for training. Moreover, results are presented that do not indi-
cate considerable correlation between the choice of language mod-
els for training and recognition.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
our basic approach to MMI training is summarized. In Section 3
the determination of alternative word sequences is discussed and
an efficient restricted recognition approach using word graphs is
presented. The interdependence of language models and discrim-
inative training is discussed in Section 4 and the corresponding
experiments on the ARPA Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus are
presented in Section 5. The paper is closed by the conclusions in
Section 6.
2. DISCRIMINATIVE TRAINING
In this section we will introduce the discriminative methods ap-
plied here to large vocabulary discriminative training, which are
based on the MMI criterion [1, 11]. Let the training data be given
by training utterances r with r = 1:::R, each consisting of a se-
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Ideally, the set M
r
has to contain all possible word sequences.
In practice, M
r
is approximated by those word sequences, which
significantly compete with the spoken word sequences, including
the spoken word sequence itself. In the corrective training (CT)
approximation to the MMI criterion, the set of alternative word
sequences is reduced to the best recognized word sequence only.
For this case, the language model dependence cancels out, i.e. the
language model dependent term could be separated from the emis-
sion probabilities and thus has no effect on MMI training. Fur-
thermore, CT only considers those utterances for training, which
are misrecognized. In our experiments on small vocabulary speech
recognition [10] we found that MMI training outperforms CT. In
addition, for both MMI and CT the main computational complex-
ity is produced by the recognition step. Therefore, we chose the
MMI criterion for our investigations on discriminative training for
LVCSR.
An optimization of the MMI criterion tries to simultaneously
maximize the emission probabilities of the spoken spoken word
sequences of the training corpus and to minimize the correspond-
ing sum over the emission probabilities of each alternative word
sequence weighted by its language model probability relative to
the spoken word sequence. Thus, MMI training optimizes class
separability according to the words under consideration of the lan-
guage model. Since the language model is supposed to be given,
it has to be chosen according to optimal training performance. For
ML as well as MMI training the Viterbi approximation was ap-
plied for state alignment. Methods for parameter optimization and
convergence control as well as efficient estimation of discrimina-
tive statistics using word graphs were taken over from previous
work on discriminative training for small vocabulary speech recog-
nition [10].
3. CONSTRAINED RECOGNITION USING WORD
GRAPHS
Discriminative training always involves the definition of a compet-
ing model. For MMI training this model is defined by a sum over
the set of alternative word sequences,M
r
(cf. Eq. (1)). Because of
the combinatorial complexity, it is certainly unrealistic to include
all possible word sequences with all possible word boundaries, es-
pecially for large vocabulary applications. Therefore, alternative
word sequences usually are determined by a recognition pass on
the training data.
For discriminative training with small vocabulary we usually
perform unconstrained recognition every iteration step. For LVCSR
applications, unconstrained recognition for whole training corpora
in every iteration of discriminative training would clearly be unre-
alistic by means of computation time. In [11], discriminative train-
ing using the WSJ SI-284 training corpus is reported, where un-
constrained recognition was performed only once in order to pro-
duce an initial word lattice, which was then used for constrained
recognition in each iteration step of discriminative training. Pre-
liminary experiments for discriminative training applying acoustic
and language model rescoring on word graphs with fixed boundary
times showed only little effect or even degradations in performance
as shown in Table 2. In consequence, we developed a method of
constrained recognition, where the boundary times are relaxed to
intervals around the boundary times given by the word graph. At
each time frame  where new word hypotheses are to be started,
not only the word hypotheses starting at exactly this time frame in
the word graph are allowed in this approach, but also those words
starting at time frames in the vicinity of time frame  defined by
the interval [   ;  +  ], as shown by a section of a word
graph in Fig.1. The successor word candidates thus obtained from
the word graph are then used to reduce the possible search space
of the recognizer by constraining the lexical tree, as illustrated in
Fig. 2. This method of constrained recognition even allows for
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Figure 1: Constrained recognition: words of the word graph,
which are allowed to be started at time  .
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Figure 2: Lexical prefix tree for constrained recognition. Allowed
words are marked with filled squares. Inactive arcs are drawn with
dashed lines.
recognition of new word sequences not originally represented by
the according word graph, which would not be produced by simple
acoustic or language model rescoring on the word graph, because
boundary times of subsequent word hypotheses might not match.
In addition the approach still takes advantage of the efficiency of
a tree lexicon. In our experiments a time interval of 11 frames
was used, i.e.  = 5. In order to further reduce computation
time, the Viterbi state alignment paths from constrained recogni-
tion were saved on disk, such that it was not necessary to estimate
them again word-wise for accumulation of statistics.
4. CHOICE OF LANGUAGE MODELS
From the definition of the MMI criterion it is not at all clear, what
the best choice of language models for MMI training would be.
Firstly, there are three levels, at which the choice of language mod-
els might be important:
1. the determination of alternative word sequences;
2. the MMI criterion itself; and
3. the correlation between training and recognition.
The first aspect should not have any considerable effect. In the
worst case, a non-matching language model for the recognition of
alternative word sequences would lead to missing word sequences
in the word graphs, which should not cause any problem, if the
word graph densities are high enough. The second point should
certainly be significant, since the acoustic parameters obtained by
MMI training directly depend on the language model. It is not
clear, what effect different language models will have on MMI
training; and if there are any correlations between the language
models used for training and those used for recognition on unseen
test data. For MMI training, it could easily be shown that the con-
tributions of parts of training utterances decrease with increasing
probability difference to corresponding competing parts. This ap-
plies for whole sentences, as well as words or even single HMM-
states. Therefore, two diametrical hypotheses are conceivable:
Correlation hypothesis: With respect to the recognition situation,
one would expect that only those acoustic models need optimiza-
tion, which do not sufficiently discriminate between correct and
incorrect word sequences. If this argument holds, a strong corre-
lation between the language models chosen for training and eval-
uation has to be concluded.
Covering hypothesis: With respect to the quality of the acoustic
model, the language model usually largely improves the recog-
nition accuracy and might cover or lead away from deficiencies
of the acoustic models. Such an effect would call for suboptimal
language models for training. Moreover, the choice of language
models for training should not considerably correlate with those
chosen for evaluation.
5. EXPERIMENTS
In order to investigate the interdependence of language models and
discriminative training, experiments have been performed on the
ARPA Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus. The main properties
of the corresponding recognition system are summarized as fol-
lows. Training was done on the WSJ0 84-speaker corpus (15h
speech) and testing on the WSJ0 Nov. ‘92 development and evalu-
ation test sets. The recognition lexicon contained 4986 words plus
668 pronunciation variants plus silence. For state tying the number
of 23509 triphone states was reduced to 2001 (including silence)
by a decision tree based method. Acoustic features were given by
mel-frequency cepstral coefficients, which were transformed by
linear discriminant analysis (LDA). Acoustic emission probabili-
ties were given by Gaussian mixture densities with approx. 96k
densities and one pooled diagonal covariance. Further details on
the baseline RWTH large vocabulary continuous speech recogni-
tion system could be found in [5].
The number of different words observed in the training corpus
is more than twice the number of words contained in the recogni-
tion lexicon. Therefore these words had to be added to the recog-
nition lexicon for discriminative training, which contains 10108
words plus 668 pronounciation variants. This presented an addi-
tional problem: About half of the words of the training recogni-
tion lexicon are unknown to the language models for recognition.
Preliminary tests with special language models for discriminative
training did not produce improvements using the original language
models on the test corpora. Therefore, all words, which were un-
known to the language model for recognition, were mapped to
the unknown word class, which was renormalized according to
the number of words included into it. As a consequence, the lan-
guage model perplexities on the training corpus were significantly
higher, than those on the test corpora. The perplexities of all lan-
guage models used for the corresponding corpora are summarized
in Table 1. All discriminative training experiments presented here
Table 1: Language model perplexities: ARPA WSJ0 training and
testing corpora. The notations “bi-phr” and “tri-phr” refer to lan-
guage models containing phrases/multiwords.
corpus perplexity
zero uni bi bi-phr tri tri-phr
Training 10110 1372 398 – 289 –
Nov. 092 Dev. – – 107 94 58 54
Nov. 092 Eval. – – 107 91 53 48
were initialized with the parameters obtained by a standard ML
training. These initial parameters were also used to perform an
unconstrained recognition pass on the WSJ0 training data. Word
graphs [9] with a word graph density of 44 were produced, which
were used for word graph rescoring or constrained recognition in
every training iteration. Table 2 shows recognition results for MMI
training with rescoring and constrained recognition in comparison
to the initial ML results. Clearly, the determination of alterna-
Table 2: Comparison of rescoring and constrained recognition
using word graphs for the determination of alternative word se-
quences during discriminative training. Results on ARPA WSJ0
Nov. 092 corpus, training and recognition with bigram language
model.
training determination of alter- word error rates[%]
criterion native word sequences dev eval dev& eval
ML – 6.91 6.78 6.86
MMI rescoring 6.96 6.41 6.72
constrained recogn. 6.71 6.20 6.48
tive word sequences using constrained recognition performs better
than word graph rescoring, since the word boundaries from the ini-
tial word graphs are left unchanged by rescoring. Therefore, con-
strained recognition was chosen in all subsequent experiments on
MMI training presented here. As shown in Table 3, the constrained
recognition algorithm reduced the corresponding recognition time
by a factor of more than 5, resulting in an RTF of 1.9 on an AL-
PHA 5000 PC. Including the calculation of word probabilities and
Table 3: Comparison of full (unrestricted) recognition and con-
strained recognition using word graphs with = 5. Recognition
with bigram language model. The search space is indicated by the
numbers of state, arc, tree, and word hypotheses. The real time
factors (RTF) correspond to an ALPHA 5000 PC. Results on the
ARPA WSJ0 Nov. 092 corpus.
recognition search space: number of WER RTF
method states arcs trees words [%]
full 6472 1835 36 106 6.86 10.5
constrained 989 239 17 67 6.86 1.9
the reestimation process, a single iteration step of MMI training on
the ARPA WSJ0 training corpus took about 1.5 days resulting in
an RTF of about 2.3 on an ALPHA 5000 PC.
In order to check the hypotheses on the interdependence of
language models and discriminative training stated in Section 4,
experiments using language models of varying context length for
training and recognition were performed on the WSJ0 corpus, as
shown in Table 4. The initial recognition and the constrained
recognition for the trigram training has been performed using the
trigram language model, and the constrained recognitions for the
zerogram, unigram and bigram training were performed using the
bigram. In order to distinguish the recognition for MMI training
from the test set recognition, the latter will be referred to as ’test’ in
the following. For testing with either bigram or trigram language
Table 4: Comparison of several language models for MMI training
and recognition. Results on ARPA WSJ0 Nov. 092 corpus.
language models criterion word error rates[%]
test training dev eval dev& eval
bi – ML 6.91 6.78 6.86
zero MMI 6.71 6.03 6.41
uni 6.59 6.00 6.33
bi 6.71 6.20 6.48
tri 6.87 6.54 6.72
tri – ML 4.82 4.11 4.51
zero MMI 4.63 4.05 4.38
uni 4.30 3.64 4.01
bi 4.48 3.94 4.24
tri 4.58 4.00 4.33
bi-phrase – ML 6.40 5.79 6.13
bi MMI 5.91 5.60 5.78
tri-phrase – ML 4.76 4.26 4.54
bi MMI 4.48 4.07 4.30
models, clearly the best results are obtained using a unigram lan-
guage model for MMI training resulting in relative improvements
of up to 11% in word error rate. Moreover, for testing with the
bigram, the results for training with the trigram language model
are even worse than those for training with the zerogram. Even
for testing with the trigram, the results for training with the tri-
gram language model are only slightly better than those for train-
ing with the zerogram. Best results were obtained using a unigram
language model for MMI training, which resulted in a word error
rate of 4.01% using a trigram language model for testing.
In another experiment, the correlation between the language
models chosen for training and testing was examined. As shown
in Table 4, in comparison to ML training the improvements ob-
tained by MMI training using a bigram language model for train-
ing remained approximately the same for testing with a bigram,
trigram, phrase-bigram and phrase-trigram language model. For
these cases, the relative improvements in word error rate in com-
parison to ML training ranged between 5 and 6%.
It should be noted that both sets of experiments clearly support
the covering hypothesis as stated in Section 4. It suggests that lan-
guage models, which are too accurate are in fact able to cover defi-
ciencies of acoustic models by weigthing down their contributions
from MMI training. Moreover, the experiments presented here in-
dicate that the improvements obtained by discriminative training
using a particular language model are fairly independent of the
choice of language model for evaluation.
6. CONCLUSION
In this work, discriminative training for large vocabulary speech
recognition has been investigated with special reference to its in-
terdependence with the choice of language models for training
and recognition. In addition, an efficient approach for constrained
recognition using word graphs has been presented, which reduces
the time for the determination of alternative word sequences for
MMI training by a factor of more than 5 in comparison to uncon-
strained recognition. Experiments were performed on the ARPA
WSJ0 corpus. Best results were obtained using a unigram lan-
guage model for MMI training. Using a trigram language model
for recognition, a relative improvement of 11% was obtained in
comparison to ML training leading to a word error rate of 4% on
the test data. No significant correlation between the choice of lan-
guage models for training and recognition has been observed.
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